
Welcome to Fiix!
This software will be a game changer for the Boy Scouts 

of America and the maintenance of all its properties.

You’ll be  
pleased by the:

The Boy Scouts of America has teamed with Fiix, a maintenance 
software company, so councils can determine their overall  
maintenance needs and the value those needs represent.

Cost  
effectiveness

Ease 
of use

Comprehensive  
knowledge base

Important Background

• Properly maintaining facilities is critical 
to controlling costs.

• The BSA has many properties with no  
consistent maintenance plan.

• The funding for maintaining these  
properties is inconsistent.

• We don’t know the value of the  
need overall!

The software  
allows councils 

to:
Budget more 
appropriately

Better maintain 
their properties

Schedule maintenance  
of their facilities

Official partner 
of the BSA



Cost

Support — We have your back!

SIGN UP NOW

fiixsoftware.com/bsa

Initial cost is $348 a year per user.
This equates to $29 a month.

A user is someone designated in the council who oversees the council property and would maintain the  
maintenance record, typically a ranger. But the council may have multiple properties with multiple rangers.  

In that case, the director of support services may be the initial user. The rangers can all access a master account  
to log in assets and work orders initially, moving toward individual accounts as the cost decreases.

In the process of bringing this software package to the BSA, a development team of professionals, rangers, and 
property personnel was established. This group will be available to help guide you as you get started, be available 
to deliver some hands-on training, and be a support mechanism so you’re not left in the dark. Knowing the coming 
value this software will provide the organization, there are people in place who are dedicated to making this work 
for all of us. The software is easy to use and easy to learn, and will provide us individually, as well as collectively,  
with very valuable information to help improve the organization as a whole. Join with us now to make these  
needed improvements!

Eventually the annual rate 
will be $120/year per user!

The cost decreases with  
each threshold met.

Of course, if the council is in a position to provide enough user 
accounts so its property personnel can each have an individual 
login, then by all means register all users at one time.  
The quicker we have more users, the quicker we reach our cost 
reduction thresholds. Thresholds are at 50, 100, 250, 500, and 
1,000 users.

Provide your issue, concern, or success story, as well as your contact information  
and council, and one of the members of our team will be in touch with you shortly.

LEARN MORE

http://fiixsoftware.com/bsa
http://fiixsoftware.com/bsa

